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Meeting outdoors with a discussion about President Clinton and the topic of his 
affair. 
 
 
 
Swami:  If we beginning, if we hide that, forever it is very miserable.  That is 
what I felt it.  Is it true Clinton?  Sorry, Clint? 
 
Clint:  Definitely it’s true. 
 
Swami:  Which part is true? 
 
Clint:  That the truth is the truth, and hiding it is, in the end, suffering. 
 
Swami:  Huge suffering.  Whole country’s attention on him.  Everyday, 
everybody is like a big, it’s like a big game, like a puzzle what happens.  His 
consciousness is not accept it, but his soul is incredible powerful you know?  
He’s a master.  As a king, he got one hundred marks from me, as a ruling to 
his personal life, it’s not our business.  I think he’s doing so wonderful to 
United States.  Is it true? 
 
Student:  I think yes. 
 
Student:  Sometimes not one hundred percent. 
 
Swami:  Sometimes…comparison with all the presidents he’s a good. 
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Student:  No. 
 
Swami:  No?  How? 
 
Student:  He makes wars just like all the others.  He bombs people.  He kills.  
He lies. 
 
Swami:  If he not did that…but what he did…suppose whatever he did is for 
the big future result.  If he’s not did that definitely there is third war coming.  
Third world war would already have happened.  What he did is the best to 
giving that warning.  Suppose if he’s not help to India, definitely there is a 
big war to India and Pakistan.  He is the main guy for he help to India and to 
Pakistan.  He called Pakistan President and he gave a strict warning, “It’s not 
good.”  He is doing his best, to me, I can’t satisfy one hundred percent 
everybody.  As a president it’s a huge what he is doing, absolutely, as in my 
sense, it’s good. 
 
Jonathan:  He has a good heart.  He’s very caring. 
 
Swami:  Positively.  So everybody’s not accepting Clinton is good uh?  Sam, 
Ganesh? 
 
Babu:  I’m a Canadian…so, uh… 
 
Swami:  You’re a Canadian, I’m an Indian, but I’m talking. 
 
Jonathan:  It’s a very hard time Swami for anyone to be President in the U.S., 
very hard. 
 
Swami:  It’s no good? 
 
Jonathan:  No support.  Everybody is trying to kill him.  Not with guns but 
with sabotage - a very nasty time.  So given all that, I think he’s doing a great 
job. 
 
Swami:  Who cares he’s like that, whatever he want, he’s doing his best.  
Suppose if he observes the people’s commentary, he can’t sleep well.  Hun- 
un, it’s a good lesson to everybody.  Who was really one successful person, if 
he cares really about the people’s criticism, he never gets successful.  He 
must think little bit, he must observe what is the truth, how much it is, 
whether he’s really doing wrong or not; whether he’s really doing any wrong 
or any bad.  In his consciousness saying, “You’re not doing any wrong.  No 
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need to worry.”  If the person’s consciousness saying, “You’re doing right,” 
no need to worry about the criticism.  What we are today supposed to talk, 
Clint? 
 
Clint:  You mentioned on talking on why it is all the souls are here, have 
come here, the purpose to be here now, and you mentioned how all the 
saints are not knowing how to handle the negativity.  And I think maybe you 
got some information about that, then some techniques for healing that will 
be new for us. 
 
Doug:  You said you would talk about some of your experiences yesterday.  
You might give a little brief description on the states of enlightenment. 
 
Swami:  Oh here it is, Doug half.  Elizabeth E. equals to illusion, illusion 
equal to Elizabeth E.  Is everybody’s hearing?  It’s a good or should we move 
to in the hall?  Which one?  Who does not like it here?  Everybody’s 
comfortable?  Good.  A light for writing, if you want the light we can move 
in the hall.  No problem to me.  It’s a lot of information to you need to write, 
“Da da da da da…” if you like permission to me to start - permission?  
 
Students: Yes.  
 
Swami: Good. It’s very important subject the negativity.  What is the 
meaning of the negativity?  Is it somewhere else, or it is in you, or it is 
flowing from somewhere else in you?  It’s a lot of confusion nowadays in the 
spiritualism.  Whatever we are doing on somebody else for to good, healing 
some diseases, according to the Indian tradition, one level they are saying, if 
you put the hand in the ash, if you carry the ash little while in your hands, if 
you throw out, some ash will be in your hand.  Is it true? 
 
If you did with your soul, if you did with your attention, if you did with 
your mind, if you did with your energy, your energy is absorbing some of 
that – two percent, five percent, three percent the negativity.  That’s true.  
Like two person, two persons, two persons, like one hundred people, how 
much it is, two hundred?  Nowadays, the healers especially, in many, many 
places why they are getting big injuring in their personal life?  They are not 
healthy and their personal life lot of stress, problems, financial trouble.  What 
I observe, they don’t know how to clean it, how to wash it.  It’s very 
important, rather than to the healing, the person he needs to rectify whatever 
he is receiving, the negativity in his life, to handling that.  I will tell some 
techniques for that. Already I mentioned in the Elements, and I mentioned 
through the Sri Chakra and BKN, different type of the siddhis process how to 
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charge the negativity.  But this techniques right now what I’m going to teach 
is beyond on all the techniques.  It’s only like four, five techniques right now 
I want to teach.   
 
When you are starting to healing on somebody else… suppose a person’s 
soul is completely depressed, he’s heartbroken, he have huge sadness.  He’s 
carrying huge sadness in his heart.  He came in front of you.  You want to 
heal him.  Before you are starting the healing, you need to create your energy 
circles through your prayers.  I told last night the prayer.  Can you repeat 
Myuri that?  Only you nobody not else. 
 
Myuri:  Om Maha Papa Prakshalana Sai Shakti Raksha. 
 
Swami: Absolutely right. That prayer, Maha Papa Prakshalana, it means… 
Papa means the negativity, the meanings of the Papa – illusion, karma, 
negativity, depression, bad result, to the thoughts the bad thoughts is 
coming. Prakshalana means you are destroying through the energy of the 
Sai.  Sai Shakti Raksha means the energy of the Sai right now you, at the 
moment you are using to destroy all the things entire in your life until your 
soul reaches the Sai. 
 
These are all things not possible to touch your soul forever and ever until 
your soul is dissolving in the Sai. Commanding, “Boom, boom, boom,” 
asking.  That prayer you must mention before when you are touching that 
person, when you are starting to work the person.  First you need to 
command on yourself, on your soul through this prayer.  It means you’re 
completely you’re wearing the bullet proof, the positive proof - energy proof.  
Then you start to do the healing. When you did your work through your 
prayers, through your energy system, putting your heart, using your heart, 
concentrating your energy, later then if you did with your hands, you need 
to clean your hands very, very clearly.  Don’t eat like that, some banana, or 
some fruit - your hands completely with the vibrations, with vibrations 
whatever you work, that person vibration energy is flowing.   
 
You need to wash with a perfume water, rosewater, or you need to keep a 
bowl of water with some flower, putting in that, just wash in the bowl.  That 
is one technique.  The second technique when you are starting to healing the 
person, before, take one thread, a small thread (yellow), tie it either to this 
wrist or this wrist (showing either hand) to yourself to wrap it.  Tie - three 
ties.  In according Hindu tradition marriage, the man makes a thread in the 
woman neck with a small gold coin.  He makes three ties. 
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Student:  Three ties means three knots or three wraps? 

Swami:  No, three knots.  Don’t misguidance me. Three knots – one, two, like 
three, three ties.  When you are tying that say your prayer.  Even when you 
went in the public 10,000 people, 20,000 people, you are in the TV show, you 
are with the huge negativity person, you are fighting with the big black 
magic person, you are talking to him, “Hey what you are doing?  Don’t do 
that.”  Just you are talking.  You have little fear maybe he supposed to do 
something on you.  If you have that three ties on your wrist, that prayer, you 
are totally protected, completely protected according this Indian tradition, 
that’s called Raksha Bhandana.  In sanskrit they says Raksha Bhandana.   

You observe when I am doing the fire ceremonies, there is a one in my wrist 
there’s a yellow tie.  Everybody observe that?  Why it is?  The priest they 
made it to me.  You observe?  When I’m in my chair the priest came and the 
two priests went to Baba, they made it ties.  It’s on my wrist.  The priest they 
did with a good regardance.  Actually I should do myself because of their 
very good, they’re like my students - the master we will do.  It’s like a good 
opportunity, like a big love, they came and they wrapped it, “Oh, I’m doing 
this, Oh, I’m doing this.”  It means whatever I’m fighting, the negativity, in 
front of fire, whatever I’m burning the negativity in the fire, whatever I’m 
working in the whole group of the people, that tie is completely protecting 
me.  Whatever the negativity is I am observing, it’s going in this thread.  
Bless you.  Completely it’s going in the thread.  You observe that guys?  Then 
after don’t use the knife to cut off.  Technically simply, again you remove it.  
It’s one good note, important.  Smoothly you remove that from your hand 
and… 

Student:  You untie each knot? 
 
Swami:  Yes clearly remove it, throw it in a bush, or in a fire, or in 
somewhere else, nobody’s not touching that.  If you have that even if 
whatever you’re going to working. Sometimes nowadays, the big 
businessman he went for a business.  Until the business is complete… like it’s 
coming ninety percent ok, successful, then on the one hundred percent 
moment, it’s failure.  Gosh, ninety percent he did a huge, hard work, 
everybody’s ok, they satisfied, when they’re putting the signature on the 
contract moment, it’s getting failure.  What is that meaning?  The people, 
some of the people is paying attention on that guy, “Who-ah, who-ah, who-
ah he’s getting that, oh, great, oh,” that all his focus putting whatever the 
people are getting the jealousy, or little uncomfortable, whatever it is, 
everybody is, without their notice, whatever they are putting their attention 
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on him, all their energy is disturbing him.  You understand that?  It gives a 
little disturbance.   
 
The people, whatever the jealousy, or the unsatisfaction, uncomfortable, 
“Why he’s getting?  Why he’s getting?  Oh, he’s going very bigger.”  That 
type of their thoughts is flowing on him.  It’s one type of spelling.   Spelling 
is coming and the energy flowing.  That spelling their energy is coming and 
coming to attack until to their last moment.  If he has the incredible energy, 
he’s getting through that.  If he has not that, their energy is pulling down.  If 
you have so commanding willpower, “Who cares, I can do it,” he can do that.  
A simple, normal like a flower soul, delicate soul energy, definitely they are 
pulling him back down.  He’s climbing, they’re pulling him down.  He’s 
climbing, pulling down - people’s jealousy spelling in their hearts. 
 
Nowadays it’s very important.  Now is the generations…if one person in the 
group is getting successful, the loving persons percentage is very less.  All 
the people surrounding the people, they're thinking, “Oh, oh I see, he’s 
getting, wow.”  They are not happy.  Outside their expression seems to be 
very happy, but in their feelings, heart, sad, jealousy, uncomfortable.  That 
type of energy they are thinking on that man, it’s automatically flowing on 
that man.  At the time, the person he needs to wrap thread for his personal.  
Suppose he started to any work, one work, he must meditate that prayer for 
three nights with one thread - strongly wrapping that.  Three nights as much 
as he can.  Three nights just you must take the simple thread, yellow thread, 
yellow thread is first preferable.  Holding that and meditating that prayer for 
three hours, four hours, five hours, six hours, as much as he can.  At the time 
no making love, no meat, no alcohol, completely as a simple, dedicated to 
devotional to God, praying, second day same, third day same, on fourth 
night, he should have the thread to himself.  
 
 Suppose he has no time to do himself to meditate.  He has to go to his 
girlfriend, his girlfriend’s birthday, so and so date, or he has his business 
deals, he has to go to the parties. He can’t escape from the party, it’s a big 
deal.  At the time give that in charge to one of your friends, “Please do 
prayers for me four, five hours.”  After his friend does for him the three days, 
don’t take that thread for free, just give something to him, either money or a 
good dress, something.  You understand?  Maybe everybody think, “Why he 
gives to him?”  You should give something, either fruits, either flowers and 
to take that and you must wrap that yourself.  When you are wrapping that, 
take shower, sit, pray that prayer, meditate that.  When you are making tie, 
meditate, meditate and tie it, then you start your work.   
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There is much chance, possibility, winning is with you.  If you can do 
everyday one hour that prayer, you’re so successful man.  One hour, 
meditating.  After you meditate, later just thinking on the master, “Right 
now whatever my negativity I’m sending to you master.  Please take away 
Baba, oh Master, please take away.”  And make sure everybody one day in 
your life, in a month, new moon day, don’t eat meat, drink alcohol or make 
any commitments to any big deals, to put your signature, or give any 
important stuff to talk.  New Moon day completely be quiet.  Don’t take any 
decisions on that day in your lives.  Don’t give advice on that day to 
anybody. 
 
And the fourth is for any person who was really want your help, you want to 
help him like that (snaps fingers) straight.  He’s really, really, he needs the 
help - your energy needs to work on that man very powerfully.  When he’s 
sleeping, hold under his foot with your two thumbs.  When he is sleeping 
like that, your two thumbs hold completely, then you start to meditate with 
that prayer.  When you did that prayer it means, completely his negativity 
you are absorbing. Very careful listen, completely you are absorbing.  Then 
later you should take shower form your head to the bottom.  In the shower 
you need to meditate the same prayer.  You should do that in any person, 
any emergency case.   
 
For example, a person, tomorrow his life is very big challenge, he’s going to 
do that commitment, he’s going to do that deal.  Then you do it when he is 
completely sleeping.  When he is awake, little awake don’t do that, doesn’t 
work.  When he is sleeping let him go sleep.  You observe.  When he is 
snoring, just do it for five minutes, like five to thirty minutes, minimum five 
minutes ok.  When he’s completely sleeping then you start.  It’s the best time 
you can take out, like sucking the poison.  Then he will be almost all ok, his 
deal, there’s a big chance his work, his disease, his relief, his mental 
problems, whatever it is. But one condition, when you are doing this healing, 
when you are healing the person who is getting the healing from you, make 
sure he’s not touching you’re third-eye.   
 
Suppose she is giving healing to that man.  Maybe she and that man is 
girlfriend and boyfriend.  When she is doing the healing, after awhile he’s 
very exciting, “Whoa, whoa,” great to that and suddenly he is catching and 
he’s giving kiss to her here (third-eye) period - she can’t do any more, she 
can’t do anymore.  You understand?  If one person when he’s working on the 
body, another person simply he need, he must take simply the energy - that 
person has no permission to touch the energy spot, third-eye.  The delicately 
the energy is coming like a sensitively the energy is flowing. 
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Martin:  Not to touch the third-eye for how long afterward? Weeks? 
 
Swami:  No, no, no, no, no.  On the time, on the time only that specially time.   
In a week you will be in the big trouble, you know that?  Maybe I should do 
that program on you.  On the time when you, I’m working, when I’m giving 
healing somebody else, I’m doing my prayers and closing my eyes doing and 
doing, doing.  She got little exciting, kissing here, or to touching, especially 
this part like that.  No.  Maybe you will think, “Why Swami’s telling crazy 
stuff?” everybody thinking like that? 
 
Students:  No. 
 
Swami:  Be honest guys.  I’m completely telling Indian tradition techniques 
and the most powerful what I got the messages, the prayer.  And little bit 
when you are doing the healing to the pregnant woman, you know pregnant 
woman?  Pregnant woman is not one woman – two, two in one.  It’s a good 
luck and good opportunity to you, and to that baby, and to that mother, if 
you do the healing, this prayer on that mother.  And you are the direct 
person you can help that baby huge like a big enlightenment person when he 
came out, when she came out from the mother’ womb in this planet, having 
complete awareness with the huge powerful soul.  I’m going to write a book 
on that.   Especially it’s very useful to entire the woman’s kingdom.  Until to 
three, year old children, it’s very easy to make them very powerful souls.  
Until to three-year old babies is very useful to the mothers to make their 
children very powerful souls. 
 
Students:  Did you say the mothers should use this prayer for the first three 
years for the child? 
 
Swami:  There is some techniques how to the mother to use, other techniques 
– every Full Moon Day, what the mother should do, then the energy New 
Moon Day what the mother should do, and when the baby’s sleeping how 
the mother should do.  Sometimes at midnight the baby is getting shock 
crying and crying, weeping.  Is it true?  
 
Clint:  Yes.  Swami you talked about that last year. 
 
Swami:  Tell me… 
 
Clint:  Illusion circles, the different gates.  You talked about four gates and 
the different ages and how to use them. 
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Swami:  Do you have rememberance for that? 
 
Clint:  I remember only the Fourth Gate. 
 
Swami:  What is that? 
 
Clint:  The mantra escapes me. It’s in my mind. 
 
Swami:  Great.  What is the deal, give me idea. 
 
Clint:  You said… 
 
Swami:  I know what I talk 
 
Clint:  What is the idea you want?  What you talked about? 
 
Swami:  Um-hum. 
 
Clint:  Then, the first gate is when the baby is zero to one or so.  Then at night 
the mother is praying and the baby is sleeping, chanting just a few minutes 
soul to soul with this mantra.  Then, there’s another mantra from, I think it’s 
until maybe three years.  Then there’s another one that goes up to twelve 
years or so, then there’s one that goes to about twenty-five.  Then there’s a 
fourth one for the souls with the high taste for the spirituality.  It has to do 
with soul travel.  Then you said there were totally eight gates.  I think the 
nine… 
 
Swami:  Actually I talked some hundreds of hours information, but it’s not 
coming through from everybody in properly, is it true?  I talked some 
hundreds of hours - I have no idea who has those cassette? 
 
Myuri:  You have them. 
 
Swami:  I have?  I have with me? 
 
Myuri:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  What do you mean? 
 
Myuri:  I gave you a box with many tapes of all your teachings. 
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Swami:  Hum.  It’s not with me. 
 
Myuri:  As many as I had, I gave.  I think there were maybe uh twelve or 
fourteen. 
 
Swami:  Fourteen cassettes? 
 
Myuri:  Um-hum. 
 
Swami:  You know my big problem, even if anybody gave any big valuable 
item, after two days I can’t see that.  Honestly.  There’s some hundreds of 
shawls…I’m not saying somebody’s stealing that.  The cassettes, my Indian 
boys they no need to use that.  The shawl the devotees when they come… 
even my dresses when they wash, hanging in the air to dry, the devotees, 
“Oh Swami’s dress.”  Just they bless that, it goes in their bags.  My shoes, 
“Oh gosh,” hundreds of pairs disappear.  In outside, sometimes who comes 
the crazy devotees, “Oh we’ll do the prayers to the Swami’s shoes,” direct 
attachment they takes away.  It’s their karma and it’s my karma. 
 
Myuri:  I’ll make again. 
 
Swami:  Please. 
 
Myuri:  I have all original copies.   
 
Swami:  Give to all the people if they want.  Try to hear the guy’s, the 
information.  It’s very good to know and when you have any classes, your 
programs, you can talk the people. 
 
Myuri:  We can make them available to everybody? 
 
Swami:  Why not? Yes give that.  The negativity, and also I explained in the 
last class, with your self-imagination, self-fear, and somebody creating fear in 
you.  Suppose somebody throwing illusions on you. It is one type of huge 
negativity your soul is observing.  Suppose, somebody told Elizabeth E., 
“Careful, wherever you are sleeping there are the demons.”  It means her 
heart is open for the demons.  When she’s sleeping, when she opens her eyes, 
her soul completely thinking that person’s thoughts, “Oh demons, demons, 
oh he said there are demons in my house.”  Then, unfortunately, if she wakes 
up at one am. to go to toilet. When she wakes up, if suddenly she saw a 
darkness in one corner, her complete soul is having a big fear thinking the 
darkness is a demon.  No doubt the darkness is turning as an ugly face, “Ha 
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ha ha…” then she has the big attack, “Oh gosh,” big shiverings, shaking, that 
fear is increasing, and increasing and increasing. That one chance you are 
giving a chance in your heart, listening the negative thoughts, negative 
words from that man, and completely believing and implementing the 
thought, using that with your mind, creating instability because the soul has 
no power if your mind is going crazy, showing you the illusion, negativity.  
If one time you saw the darkness as a demon, it keeps you forever, a little 
while feeling your house is completely with the demons. 
 
Even if he knows there is a negative spirit, the healer shouldn’t say that.  He 
should say, “Hey, you are such a strong soul, how come a small negativity 
coming to you, a small negative soul is coming and standing in front of you?  
That’s impossible, there’s no dareness.”  Actually it’s true, honestly.  It’s 
impossible my students who are practicing the Gayatri, all the elements, the 
process, the supernatural prayers, the tradition, impossible to come in front 
of you any negative spirits. No way - impossible to steal anybody’s energy.  
Is it possible to suck the heat from that (showing the fire) possible?  You can 
get warm but you can’t suck that heat completely?  You can feel warm, that’s 
it.  You can’t suck that because it’s self-made, self-coming from your soul.  So 
it’s impossible to steal – hun-un, no way, unless if you do wrong works in 
your life.  If you did really bad things in your life, your energy is burning.  
The God is sending out, he’s kicking out your energy.  You are doing wrong,  
so like that, if in your mind to creating yourself.   
 
And there is unfortunately something happening accidentally, like having a 
small shock, a small car accident, like a big thunder you are seeing a big tree 
is coming fall down, suddenly you missed that.  The accident makes you 
huge shock.  At the time your soul completely observe that fear, that is 
accidentally.  You can’t sleep well, you can’t eat well, you can’t feel well.  In 
the sleeping the dreams are coming, again you are fear, and fear, and fear, 
and fear...  At the time you need to meditate, you need to meditate at the 
time.  You need to, if possible, meet your master.  Every person have a 
master in your life, go and meet him, or go to the temple, churches, simply 
send that, kick out that thought, heal yourself, heal yourself.   
 
Sometimes even though the person is completely pure, devotional, dedicated 
to God, but a lot of obstacles are coming in his life when he’s doing good 
works.  Suppose me, I’m doing for good works to helping my students, 
devotees, to their food, accommodation, whatever it is.  The illusions, 
criticism from the people, the depression, different type of the energies is 
coming, flowing on me.  It doesn’t matter whatever it is, for really good 
persons, sometimes the testings are coming, there is no particular anything, 
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whatever it is, it comes to the person.  At the time, the person simply with 
open heart let it go like a free door.  If this is coming from this door and it’s 
going from this door, don’t put any attention on that. If you put any attention 
it stays there, it stagnates there.  It’s a cloud, it’s not permanent in front of 
sun, it comes, it moves.  We don’t need to fear that, we can’t get the sunrise 
on earth, it’s just clouds, it moves.  It’s the clouds nature, it’s normal, it comes 
and it goes. Let it go. Somebody’s talking crazy on you.  You’re hearing but 
he’s your dearest friend but you don’t know what happened to him.  That’s 
fine, la la la la la – let it go.  After awhile he will be ok, he will come to you.  
You don’t need to think on that, to go into depression, to be in sadness.  Not 
only that, any type of the energies coming to you, that’s fine. 
 
Group moves inside the Baba Temple 
 
Swami:  My main suggestion, advice in your lives, everybody has the 
Element’s mantras, Sri Chakra, Brahma Kundalini Nadi – lot of stuff 
everybody have.  At least in your life, everyday night, one hour try to learn 
the mantras, try to learn the prayers, start your program.  It’s a good fun.  
One hour try to learn the mantras, it’s a good fun, start your program, start 
to work chanting and chanting and chanting.  In the beginning everybody 
thinks a little weird, little crazy, “What is this? It is a God energy?”  Whether 
you know that meaning or you don’t know that meaning, if you touch, it’s 
like fire, it burns.  Even if you know, you don’t know, doesn’t matter if you 
do it, your soul gets the benefits, the energy.  So that’s my advice, sincere 
advice in your life. Don’t waste your life.  Everybody wasted already fifty 
years, thirty, sixty, forty-five, lots of years.  Just one year, have a great fun, do 
a little hard work.  In your car, when you’re driving take like a big channel, 
practice it. 
 
Student:  Practice while driving? 
 
Swami:  My cassette, have a tape recorder, “Hey Swami,” have a picture on 
steering.  If you listen, go.  To me actually, honestly, talking English is like 
climbing Everest mountain, seriously, very, very, very, bad English, present 
tense, future tense, future tense, past tense.  Then anybody…suppose is 
talking then to me for to his ten minutes talk, it takes to me like thirty 
minutes to understand.  Then I took it as a big challenge (snaps his finger), “I 
will get it, no problem I will get it.”  Then I doing my big study, repeats lot of 
stuff, lot of vocabulary.  But even if I got little commanding on language, but 
I feel very poor to using the traditional spiritual words.  Just I’m using the 
same words repeating, same words repeating - nothing new in that.  It’s a big 
ocean, spirituality, if we’re talking Telugu, it’s the language, oh gosh, each 
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for to illusion, for to negativity, for to positive energy, the healing techniques, 
it’s like huge, like ocean.  And telling very many stories about the famous 
gods and goddesses, how they’re also failuring with the negativity, and how 
it attacks to everybody.  It’s a big thing, you no need to know all subjects.   
 
It’s important to know what is negativity, how to handle that, how to be 
careful of that, how to decharge it. That’s enough.  We don’t need to learn a 
huge plant from the root to the leaves inside the whole mechanism, how the 
water is going friction, how many layers in the flower, how many layers in 
the seed, how many layers in the root.  There’s a lot of stuff in botany, there’s 
scientific names.  You don’t need to know that.  The spiritualism, to one part 
on illusion, is one book - illusion, negativity.  Negativity’s like a book.  
Anyhow it only comes when your soul capacity is getting lower down, then 
everything comes to you.  That’s one thought, one message.  If your soul 
power is coming down, then the illusions are coming up.  When your soul 
power is coming up, the illusions, the negativity is coming down.  Simple 
logic.   
 
Who has really good commanding on God energy, who has really good 
commanding on their meditations, who has the really good abilities going in 
the deep trance stages, those people have very, very pure peace of mind.  
They’re completely very peaceful with the huge love.  Even though a big 
problem is coming, they never shake.  With their peace of mind, they know 
how to handle it.  With peaceful, with the willpower they can handle it. You 
understand?  That meditation energy gives you such type of the peace, 
you’re always in a melodious energy, you’re enjoying that melodious energy.  
Everybody must reach to that stage, “Nityananda,” Nityananda means 
always happy.  That’s why the avadhuts call in Indian tradition (Swami sings)  
 
 Aanandam, Paramanadam, Nityanandam, Sadhanandam 
  
It’s a big song.  They use as they goes.  First happy.  When they’re right in the 
spirituality they’re happy.  Then they’re “Paramanandam”  Paramanandam 
means they are tasting that happy.  When you’re tasting happy, then 
Nityanandam, they recognize the happy.  They recognize that Nityanandam 
already recognization, “Oh.” It’s very important to receiving that peace in 
your mind.  Ok, where are we now? 
 
Student:  You give five or six techniques to decharge and protection from 
negativity. 
 
Swami:  Five is enough.  Um-hum.  Good.   
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Student:  You were talking about obstacles and… 
 
Swami:  But first you need to open the door, it comes, it goes.  Suppose if 
you stagnate with that.  If you try to attack that, if you try to kick out that 
forcibly… you are a big person, you don’t need to… whatever is coming to 
you it’s normal simple thing, that’s fine (snaps fingers), let it go.  The 
criticisms, the people’s emotions, you be very free with a big loving nature.  
It comes and it goes, then, any questions in this?   
 
Student:  In the soul-to-soul healing, if the patient is on medication, can you 
still heal him? 
 
Swami:  With this prayer at your stage, ok, many people talking about 
angels, angels, angels, spirits, spirits, spirits…  What is the difference 
between the soul, the angel and the spirit?  I already explained about the 
angels.  Anybody have the different type of ideas about the angels?  When 
you reach one level of your healing capacity, your soul capability, sucking 
huge meditation energy, then your soul starts to hear the melodious singing 
in the nature.  Sometimes the angels are running in the nature as a group.  
Bunch of the angels, the energy pots.  Whatever you want to see the structure 
with your eyes, the energy comes like that form in front of you to give a 
darshan.  Shortly I’m going to Manasarovar then I hope there’s a big 
changing coming there in your Swami’s energy systems, sucking the pure 
crystal cosmic energy.   There is a huge energy in the nature we can suck as 
much as we can. 
 
Some people, the avadhuts… just I taught until now seventy of the 
techniques.  There’s beyond one hundred percent techniques, the avadhuts 
in the Indian tradition received huge energy to turn like avadhut, without 
their consciousness.  Even though they’re talking, they have no attention on 
anything.  Wherever they see, it’s aham brahmasmi.  To them there’s no 
difference.  Shirdi Baba is a complete avadhut.  He has incredible energy but 
he has no attention what he’s doing much time.  A few times, there’s also 
same problem with your Swami, recently it’s happening.  Honestly.  I’m 
sleeping in one room since five, six months, suddenly I come out go in the 
garden to sleep there.  In my meditation I go there, chanting and chanting.  I 
lay down.  I’m getting very tired.  When I wake up then I’m searching for the 
toilet, “Where is it?”  I’m in the garden - crazy.  It means losing the 
consciousness.  Sometimes I want to dial to one person, but I’m dialing to 
another man.  The energy is like so heavy.  No need to worry everybody like, 
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“Swami what is our position?  Will we also get same like that?  Oh gosh.”  
Anybody have that fear?   
 
My student’s there’s no chance even one percent to getting like that because 
everybody’s souls, one level is under Swami’s control.  I’m the main, one of 
the gate to giving the energy and to stopping the energy, to balancing.  In 
one part I did a mistake with Philip. Actually I did a mistake and one level I 
gave to him, ok he can train one level of the energy systems, “He’s ok, he’s 
training...” In one level he’s not realizing, he’s not recognizing the truth.  
What’s your opinion Karin?  He’s your brother, you can talk on that.  You 
think I’m like him? 
 
Karin:  (Misunderstood Swami’s question) I like him very much. 
 
Swami:  (laughing) I like him too.  With his energy system, what’s your 
feeling? 
 
Karin:  I think he’s out of balance.   
 
Swami:  What’s your feeling Jonathan? 
 
Jonathan:  I think Philip doesn’t take responsibility for his behavior.  He’s 
smart, he’s intelligent, but he doesn’t tell the truth.   
 
Swami:  But I’m seriously giving my advice to everybody, listen.  I’m very 
happy to help to everybody.  Don’t think, “Oh, we’re coming here, Swami’s 
gaining this, Swami’s gaining that.”  I’m not gaining anything from anybody, 
I’m here to help everybody because my selfishness is that everybody is 
growing to help the universe.  I’m not expecting anything from anybody.  If I 
want to make money, it’s nothing, name and fame, nothing…   I’m speaking 
for the pure devotional students, completely dedicated with true friendship 
with the master, having a big loving nature, as a good family, having a good 
relationship forever and ever until your last breath. Keeping that regardence 
in your heart.  I’m looking forward to only that.  I spent huge money,  
whatever I’m getting I’m giving to the poor people.  Nobody has any idea.  I 
think little bit Abe knows.  Is it true?   
 
Kenjabi:  Yes. 
 
Swami: What do you mean by yes?  You tell your experience from the 
beginning.  Just talk two minutes. 
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Kenjabi:  Swami gives the help to everybody.  Swami never uses the money 
for himself, only for the devotees.   
 
Swami:  Not only money, since starting my spirituality I’m searching for the 
pure dedicated students, like a true friendship.   
 
Kenjabi:  Swami gave me so much testings.  How many times I cannot count, 
even right now, “Oh Swami gave me a test.”  I must pass always.  I already 
decided, whatever happens, whatever he does to me I’m sure to follow 
straightly to only do for Swami.  This I decided.  So whatever Swami comes 
to me, I try to do my best and try to pass the test.  This is most important 
devotion to Swami.  
 
Swami:  His English is better than mine.  Testing is my nature - number one.  
Seriously.  Like that immediately, “Hey, Johnny here’s my chocolate, take it.”  
Before giving the chocolate, “Hey Johnny…” throwing him in a little 
confusion.  Then not so much, one, two steps.  If I hook one time with my 
love, he can’t go away.  To me there’s no need to test, because my time my 
energy is linked, is paying attention on that man.  One hour wasting of my 
time to him.  In my life span I’m giving to him one hour the valuable time.  I 
can say to myself, I can enjoy the energy, I can concentrate in one hour like 
hundred people, thousand people to send the blessings.  Why I’m paying 
attention, everybody’s not recognizing that.  “Oh, we’re coming, maybe 
Swami’s going and we’re left alone, left out.” Who comes, who doesn’t come, 
I never care, I care only the complete dedicated students.   
 
In one level, I taught to Philip everyday.  He’s staying one side of my room.  
Much time, night times he comes, I sit here, he sits and meditates.  I 
transferred to one of my energy systems in his heart.  I explained it to him 
one level, “Try to handle it this way, this way, this way.”  One level it makes 
me happy, one level it makes me upset because it’s a good experience to me - 
it’s true one level I don’t know how to handle the western minds but 
whatever the minds, it’s not my duty to follow their minds.  It’s the student’s 
duty to follow the master’s mind.  It’s impossible for the master to follow 
each student’s mentality, “Oooh, oooh, oooh,” are all the minds one-way, 
crazy, impossible, each mind has a different nature.  How is it possible the 
master can go there?  Ten thousand people come.  Master needs to turn like 
ten thousand mentalities?  That’s Philip’s feeling. I should turn as a western 
mind to understand that!  Completely wrong, completely wrong!   
 
My sincere advice, one time in your life, if you hook the master with your 
love, with your attention whatever it is, to keep that regardence, to keep that 
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relationship, to continue that in your soul until to your last breath, is very, 
very important.  If you keep that thankful nature to your next life you're 
gaining huge positive energy.  You understand?  Keeping the thankful 
nature. 
 
To me, Shirdi Baba he did one level personally, with his soul level Baba is 
doing incredible service to me.  Sometimes my crazy ‘monkey mind’ thinks 
he’s not doing anything good.  Seriously, “Hey, he’s doing nothing to me, 
comparison.  He can do this, he can do that.”  Yes, he can do.  He can make 
me the number one, the most like that if I ask, if I demand he can make it.  
From my heart, I never ask anything to Baba, “Do that, do this.”  Today he 
gives a banana, to my hunger I’m very satisfied.  Of course it’s not possible to 
everybody, they have family, they have to pay rents, whatever the stuff.  
That’s fine.  In my personal life, I never demanded anything from Baba to 
give this, give that, not only the powers, but whatever it is.  Whatever I ask in 
my life, it’s only for others.  
 
Many times I told Baba, “Whatever useful my body for spreading your 
messages in the world, I’m ready to give my heart, my body, my meat, my 
bones.  I’m ready to sacrifice everything.”  I never care about anything in my 
life.  Even if I die this minute, this second, if anything’s good to use for 
anybody, I’m happy you can use it.  One day everybody must go to their 
homes, I never care about death.  I never care about the fear of the death.  
Maybe somebody’s thinking Swami’s a little crazy.  It’s true man.  To normal 
people, it’s crazy but who’s in the spiritualism, the spiritual kingdom, 
enjoying this, they’re totally in advaita, karma yoga.  The karma yoga 
indicates, it tells to the people, there’s a song that says, “Whatever you have 
the karma in your life, if your heart is not open to the master, even if you’re 
very close to the master, like that everyday you’re sleeping with the master, 
but everyday you have big doubts on the master, “Why he’s taking ganjoy?  
Why he’s telling me not to take ganjoy?  Master is crazy.” And you’re 
catching his feet and sleeping.  The master is saying, “You’re pot, a pot of 
your soul, has one quantity…” How to explain that… if you put in the ocean 
to fill it, the same water you can get, river same, in the small tap water, same.   
 
How much your heart is open, only that much power you can receive from 
the master.  Complete faith and dedication, regardence.  Even if your heart is 
open and you’re not getting anything, fine.  It means something, karma, is 
burning.  He’s burning huge karma.  The Pandavas, the five brothers, 
Krishna is the biggest friend to them.  Krishna is super duper failure in 
Pandavas’ lives.  He can’t get anything to them.  They went to the forest; they 
begged in the streets, finally they went in the battlefied, everybody died.  
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They’re not enjoying their karmas.  After all this stuff happened, they asked,  
“Krishna, you made all this stuff to happen.  From the beginning you could 
change like that the whole story.  We didn’t need to go to forest to beg in the 
streets. We didn’t need to suffer with the huge hunger for days and days and 
days.  We went in the battlefield and everybody died.  Look how many 
millions of dead bodies are there.  But we’re only a few person’s standing 
here, what do we really know?”   
 
Krishna is laughing, “Oh yea, you’re right, I’m the Creator.  Even whatever 
you’re suffering the karma, I can change it for you but you must enjoy that 
again the next life.  I don’t want to postpone that karma in next life, again to 
be reborn that karma in your lives.  It’s completely crazy.  In my presence, if 
you enjoy that karma, it means you’re completing the chapter.  Your soul, 
whatever you’ve brought with you, the negativity, the energy, your crazy 
stuff whatever harm you did, the karma.”  Karma means exactly what crazy 
works the soul did to injuring many souls, receiving that pain is called 
karma.  
 
Suppose me, a pregnant woman with a huge thirst in the desert, and she’s 
asking, “Please water and water.”  I have the ten liters of the water, only 
myself I’m drinking and in front of her I’m taking good shower.  But she’s 
thirsty, begging, “Please water.” She’s ready to die.  It means completely 
purely you’re sucking the negativity from her heart pain.  It stays there.  One 
day it’s like a big cobra angry.  The cobras are very smart.  If you give a hurt 
to cobra, until that cobra stays, it never eats food until it bites you.  Do you 
know that?  It’s true.  You can test if a cobra is there.  Seriously.  If big cobra 
is there, you shot injuring a little, it looks at you straightly at your face, that’s 
it.  Many, many, many days, months it’s searching for where you are.  It 
never harms anybody else, only that guy.  Like that your soul is that nature is 
observing pure negativity.  Whatever you’re doing wrong to the people, 
injuring their hearts making painful.  Suppose she has ten thousand dollars 
for the rest of her life.  If I took it, “Oh Anya, I can give enlightenment, give 
me your money.”  I take it.  She’s completely empty hands, she falls sick - she 
doesn’t have anything.  She’s in the huge depression.  She’s in the hospital 
sick, she has no food, thinking, “Oh, see, Swami cheated me.”  Her broken 
heart, the negativity, her energy, completely I’m sucking.  Whatever the 
people giving injury from your entire life, from your birth until your last 
breath, whatever you’re doing the wrong works, injuring the people, all that 
painful injury is following you to getting the revenge.   
 
It’s impossible… again it’s a principle law to change that, to burn that, 
absolutely.  Some parts, some level you can burn, not a hundred percent.  
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You should enjoy, you should recognize that and you must apologize that.  
You shouldn’t do that same mistake again in your life, injuring the people.  If 
you keep on injuring the people, completely next life and next life your lives 
are completely miserable, torturing, painful, tragedy.  That’s why the people 
call, “Karma, karma, karma.”  It’s one hundred percent true.   
 
So my advice in this life, everyday we’re doing good work.  In your last life 
you injured thousand hearts, this life you did in one year, two thousand 
good works.  That thousand bad work is getting minus.  A thousand you’re 
gaining in your bank balance.  You’re in the profit, so you’re happy - that 
good works to make the people so happy with the big love, with sharing the 
huge unconditional love - that’s very, very, very important.  Even if you did 
sixty years meditation power, if you’re not sharing the love, nothing - 
useless…  Does it make sense Jonathan?   
 
Wherever we see in the nature, not only the birds and the animals, we can 
see huge love, completely huge love.  In the good, gathering of the birds, in 
the animals so attractful with the huge love.  If one bird dies in the group, all 
birds are crying and crying and crying.  When I’m building the ashram here, 
unfortunately one small baby crow died.  Oh gosh, near, near two hundred 
birds surrounded that bird crying and crying, “Ooooo,” like three hours.  
Everybody’s even scared to go there.  Then I smiled, “Oh look, that’s 
affection.  Small crow died, all birds crying and crying and gathering and 
gathering.”  Then I told my boys to try to bury the small bird’s body.  After 
burying it a little while they searched and searched, all the birds are gone.   
 
If you go with big groupism, big love and affection, in the unity there’s a big 
energy and big love flowing.  It’s really important to maintain the unity as a 
family. In the spiritual saints, in my experience, in my journey in the 
conference nowadays we can’t see the saints working together talking 
friendly. (samadhi experience)  You see it anywhere?  Whenever we meet each 
others, body to body, face to face, occasionally it’s very important, they 
come, they meet secretly, they go far away.  That’s true, even though he’s a 
big saint, he’s a big saint they never come some days to talk, to having the 
dinner, cooking breakfast.  It’s completely crazy the saints but my nature I 
always invite them, but they never come.  It’s the energy blocks.  It’s a 
different subject.  But the souls, they’re completely pure friendship, they’re 
ready to sacrifice their whole pure devotional energy to anybody else for to 
do the good, they’re very happy to give it.   
 
We… suppose if you have the two buns, if any one person asks, “Please can 
you give one bun?”  To give one bun, “Oh, I’ll give half bun to you.  Is it ok?”  
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But some hundreds and hundreds of years of meditation power they are 
ready to give for the good.  In that level, karma level, the people’s, the saint’s 
nature thinks all this generation people completely innocent. They’re 
struggling completely with the Maya, the illusions with their minds.  It’s 
nothing but the huge negativity making them like that to doing wrong 
things.  That’s in the conference, finally the judgment came - nobody is 
responsible to their karmas, the negativity is flowing like that.  But I never 
accepted like that, it’s impossible to obeying that judgment.   
 
Every person’s karma is responsible to only himself, ninety percent, ten 
percent is not in his hands.  He’s doing with his consciousness.  He’s doing 
completely with his heart whatever wrong things, he knows that he’s doing 
wrong.  So, in the judgment it finally came, everybody is innocent and 
whatever is coming it’s completely the negativity is making them doing like 
this stuff.  That’s why the whole creation nowadays is spoiled with the huge 
negativity, because they’re living in the negativity, they’re enjoying in the 
negativity.  Much percentage they’re living in the negativity, that’s why it’s 
all coming up.  So it’s impossible to the normal people to suck the huge, 
positive energy, so it’s not good to them to give the punishment, to give that, 
to give that, I never accepted that… whatever I wanted, I got it - I came 
down.   
 
In another planet… it’s not believable whatever I say.  Everybody thinks it’s 
a little crazy, “Swami, what are you talking about?”  It makes everybody 
confused and doubting, crazy.  I don’t want to talk my experience, but it’s 
true.  One king, unfortunately he’s suffering with his enemies.  In the last 
minute, in last three, four minutes, the enemies are going to kill him.  At the 
time, Ramakrishna Paramahamsa when we’re on the way back (from the 
conference) Ramakrishna Paramahamsa helped the king to get out from them.  
Few minutes Paramahamsa made to everybody, fifteen people, the enemies 
in the forest holding that king, he made them completely blind.  The king he 
escaped and Ramakrishna Paramahamsa and I gave a darshan to him.  He’s a 
pure Mother Divine devotee. He’s praying and praying three days to get 
help, to get out from the enemies.  And we talked, we told him we came from 
Earth and completely he surrendered his heart thankfully. Actually we saved 
his life, not me so much but Paramahamsa.  And I gave one advice to him,  
“He’s a big guy, Ramakrishna Paramahamsa, if you need any help… and I 
gave a key point about Paramahamsa, that if you call any time he can come 
to you.”  He’s a good friend, and he’s crying, and crying, and crying, and I 
gave a small little bit ash balls.  We came out.  
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Like this planet, there’s many, many planets outside of the galaxy.  It’s not 
believable even if I talked, “Oh Swami talk about this planet.”  Who cares 
about that planet, in this planet completely unhappy, unworthy, tension, 
depression with bad habits, negativity, confusions, struggling, fear, no faith. 
These are all big roots in this planet, all this huge planet is standing in these 
roots, ninety-eight percent every soul is filled with these things nowadays.  
Huge work, to work out to make it clear, really big, big, big, big donkey 
service for the saints to make it happen. In another planet it’s only ten, fifteen 
percent, even seven hundred, eight hundred years back, not this much 
negativity here – 2,000 year’s back very less, 3,000 year’s back very, very less.  
Nowadays, oh gosh, in future it’s going high, then it’s coming down, and 
down, and down.   
 
Other planet’s persons, they have four hands with three eyes.  Some persons 
they’re like normal heads, like crocodiles.  They can fly.  They will talk - huge 
knowledge people, incredible powerful people.  It’s very impossible to cross 
their borders - they stop them.  If one soul wants to cross their borders, 
before he needs to take the permission, “We’re crossing this border to go to 
so and so place…” Generally ninety-eight percent they never give the 
problems.  Ramakrishna Paramahamsa five years back, his experience he 
told. Somebody stopped him for three days like a prisoner, “No way you 
can’t go.”  Some crazy souls, huge powerful persons, “C’mon, who cares, 
stay here?” because they have incredible capacity, even though Ramakrishna 
has incredible capacity, they have full power to keep him, “Stand here.  
Where are you going?  Who gave the permission to you?  Why are you going 
through this way?”  He said, “Hey, every year I’m going through this way.”  
Even the people they know it’s true, but they keep him to tease him, to 
torture him, to disturbing - negative forces…   
 
So it’s outside of this planet, if you cross, there’s a lot of troubles until you 
reach your destiny and come back.  There’s many, many negative demon 
spirits - huge demon spirits.  If you go through their kingdoms, they’re 
making on some planets huge crystals, crystals like castles, crystal castles 
they’re living in that, the demons.  They have very, very good taste, 
seriously, big enjoyful.  Completely enjoying like a heaven in their kingdoms.  
They’re planning to control many, many planets but they’re big fools.  They 
have very, very less knowledge, but huge capacity of the energy but they 
don’t know how to use that.   
 
The saints, they can feel those castles from the long distance.  They never go 
to those borders.  There’s a big rumor until now, many, many supernatural 
saint’s souls are prisoners in the big demon’s castles.  It’s very impossible to 
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get them out of the castles.  It also came in the subject (in the conference) but I 
didn’t stay to finish everything.  The big man Paramahamsa, he forcely 
grabbed me out.  Actually, I wanted to dissolve my energy in Mother Divine 
but he brought me out.  I came out. Those castles, the demon’s castles, so 
really glorious.  Even if I say like this, “Oh Swami why are you telling like a 
small children’s stories?”  Is it true everybody’s thinking like that?   
 
Students: No!  
 
Swami:  When I’m going to my destiny after this galaxy, there is one castle 
Ramakrishna Paramahamsa he showed. It’s like small village with big 
castles.  From the long distance you can see the demons walking on the 
castles with the huge crystal’s light.  If our soul enters in that border then it’s 
impossible to escape forever and ever - that’s the real big prisoners.  To keep 
this body in the police station somewhere else, that’s one level but the soul 
prisoner is really horrible.  Many souls, the supernatural saints who were 
going to their programs, on the way they stagnated by way of touching the 
wrong spot, and the demons asked, “Tell about the God things. Tell the 
truth.”  They want to control them.   
 
Jonathan:  Is it those saint’s karma that they get caught like that? 
 
Swami:  Yes, the saints must be very careful.  Entire their lives they must be 
very careful, that’s period.  Until they dissolve their souls in Mother Divine 
they must be very careful, they must protect themselves.  There’s no 
permission to go whatever they want…da, da, da, da.  Many people who 
have really good dareness, they’ll go.  Otherwise, I told, without having a 
balloon (life preserver) you can’t swim in the big ocean.  You understand?  I 
mentioned that.   
 
But there are some planets has the huge love people.  If they see anybody 
from another planet, they make you so happy, and they’ll teach you their 
information, their technology, but most dangerous are the demon’s castles.  
And also, before we’re entering to that conference, surrounding that there’s a 
many spy demons coming, ready to attack to steal the holy saint’s souls from 
there.  They knew something is running, they came out of their castles 
walking.  So when we’re going, we have to be careful to watching, to 
contacting Mother Divine, doing certain prayers to chanting, and chanting, to 
contacting - you cannot stop that until you reach your destiny.  Who got 
caught, it means they’re easy for their souls to get injury from the negative 
demons.   
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Doug:  Are these other worlds in this dimension, in this galaxy? 
 
Swami:  No, outside this galaxy.  It takes one and a half minutes to cross this 
galaxy.  In this galaxy, one to one and half minutes - no problem.  In this 
galaxy we have huge control, we can go, we can come, we can laugh.  This 
galaxy completely belongs to us.  If we cross to another galaxy, it means a 
new kingdom, completely a different kingdom - you have no rights.  All the 
saints from the different, different galaxies gather there, in another galaxy.  
I’m going to write a book on that, it’s big interesting and everybody’s, ”Oh 
who-a, who-a.”   
 
Student:  Are they in a body on other planet? 
 
Swami:  Um-hum, same like our body but they’re super technology, 
supernatural technology.  This planet’s technology is nothing, the lowest 
technology planet is Earth.  Completely dirty, crazy is Earth, seriously, 
compared with all other planets, this planet is dust, other planets, the guys, 
what a guys - so wonderful. 
 
Myuri:  Do these demons rule the planet because you said the planet has 
only ten, fifteen percent negativity?   
 
Swami:  They can’t rule it, it’s impossible but on that the many, many 
supernatural saints, they’re being born, they’re teaching, then after little 
while they’re (demons) killing them.  It’s their karmas.  They’re attacking 
those saints’ lives, to kill them.  That’s why the saints are big scared to telling 
the truth, to teach the real information.  If they start to teach, they’ll be in the 
big trouble.  Even if the student’s know a little the knowledge, they’re scared 
to talk that subject to anybody else.  You understand what I’m saying?  Their 
hearts are not completely open to talk on that subject, “Who cares?”  They’re 
going their business, whatever the stuff - diverting.  It’s really huge 
interesting life, it’s really huge interesting. 
 
Martin:  How can we imagine what kind of pictures should we have when 
you’re traveling?  Are you in your body, or just plain energy, or what kind of 
image should we have?  What do you look like in your soul when you’re 
traveling after you left your body in samadhi? 
 
Swami:  I can change like you, like me, like Baba, a bird...   
 
Martin:  Why did you come back so quickly?   
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Swami:  Because of Paramahamsa Ramakrishna.  He thought, it’s a little 
scary until we finished.  I had a thought, “I’m going to stay there.”  Then he 
said, “Hun-un, c’mon.”  And I was the first, he was the second and nearly 
two thousand souls came, but it’s only in that life, one hundred people 
talking - rest simply listening.  Who is really working with many thousands, 
and thousands, of people directly, to spreading like a nuclear bomb their 
information in the universe - only those people had the opportunity to talk.  
Many souls, they’re not in the bodies, eighty percent, ninety percent, so the 
first preferences who for those people who are in the bodies – first, second, 
third, fourth, like that and when I talked, I asked Mother Divine to easily 
handle the negativity, to give the permission who is linked to my soul - they 
can easily handle the negativity.  So just I started, and I want to see the 
results from the people what’s coming.   
 
Clint:  Swami, you said the negativity is getting higher here, then goes 
down?   
 
Swami:  From the year 2000 it’s coming down.   
 
Babu:  Swami, you said you were going to take some of us with you.  Did 
you do that?  Were some of us there?   
 
Swami:  No, to myself to take care of myself, it’s a big difficult.  In one level 
I’m a big lazy guy.  Seriously.  In soul life, in this life, in this body system, in 
the soul system, in mind system I’m big lazy, “Take it easy, why worry.”  
Like that.  That’s why if I really think it’s not a big deal, but my energy with 
some souls, I pulled out for a little while, giving huge trance, giving some 
huge imagination to showing some pictures, the reality pictures. Already I 
gave that but not to travel.  Some souls have that already, that power.  They 
experienced it.  Who is like that? 
 
Clint:  I think Mare saw that. 
 
Swami:  Tonight you can remember what you saw, to me only sixty, seventy 
percent rememberance and I need to meditate deeper level to make 
remember.  When I enter back again in this body, it means again all the 
illusions, negativity, blocks, covering, completely - that’s called Maya.   
 
Chris:  If there’s a soul that’s stolen and kept in those crystal palaces never to 
be released, can we pray for them, does it help? 
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Swam:  Simple prayers, it’s ok as a big sending love.  It needs power of huge 
energy to send the demons to get them out.  The demons are also huge 
powerful, equal to God you know - tough.  Even Mother Divine, she killed 
lot of rakshasas in this planet.  Hey it’s a big story – Chamundeshvari, 
Mahishasura – it’s huge stories.  She turned like Mahishasura Madini, She 
fought with Her own hands lot of huge powerful demons.  As a normal 
saints, normal man it’s impossible to fight, then She came from another 
galaxy to help this planet and She killed the demons.  That’s why in this 
tradition Mother Divine is so powerful, in all the traditions.  That’s why the 
Maha Kali, that’s the structure when She’s killing the Mahishasura demon, in 
this planet She fought. 
 
Doug:  Aren’t there still demons on this planet? 
 
Swami:  Very few, very, very few, not so many.  But She killed many demons 
on this planet directly.  She fought them directly with Her sword.  She 
attacked and She killed… there’s a lot of proofs, lot of evidences we can see 
in this planet.   
 
Swami stopped to do a process. 

 
 

End of Talk 
 

 
 
 
 
 


